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Goa is the smallest state in India, but the incredible natural beauty, mesmerizing arts & cultures and
astounding range of adventures make Goa the most favorite holiday destination in India. Travel to
Goa lets the visitors explore several exotic beaches, which make the perfect escape for the
vacationers of all ages and profiles. Nevertheless with rich past, the state takes pride in its collection
of grand historical monuments including forts, palaces, temples and churches. Letâ€™s have brief
eyeshot on the tourism attractions Goa packages have to offer.

Goa Beaches: Goa is a beach loverâ€™s paradise. Its long shoreline features many tropical beaches,
which attract millions of travelers from different corners of the world. Swaying palm trees, warm
golden sand, rousing clear water and pleasant climate, Goa beaches render magical spell to leave
the tourists enchanted with.  Moreover, fun-filled water sports such as snorkeling, scuba-diving and
windsurfing are unavoidable during trip to a Goa beach. Some noticeable Goa beaches are:

â€¢	Baga Beach

â€¢	Bogmalo Beach

â€¢	Vagator Beach

â€¢	Chopara Beach

â€¢	Colva Beach

â€¢	Anjuna Beach

â€¢	Calangute Beach

Ancient Landmarks: Flavors of Goa are not confined to its scenic beaches, and you will get to
explore a distinct identity of this tiny state when youâ€™re in its central parts. There are plenty of
remarkable monuments pertaining to the rich history and cultures of Goa. To have the true taste of
architecture, magnificent churches in Goa are worth visiting. Blending impeccable Portuguese
architecture and inspiring peace & spirituality, Goa churches have long been enjoying their share of
popularity. Popular Goa churches include the Church of the Lady Rosary, St Cathedral Church,
Basilica of Bom Jesus, St Augustine, and St Francis of Assisi. Besides this, Mahaluxmi Temple,
Aguada Fort and Mangeshi Temple are some another example of excellent Goa architecture.

Shopping & Cuisines: Shopping in Goa is truly a fabulous experience. The state boasts a superb
range of shopping destinations, from world-class shopping malls to street-side vendors, and caters
to the varied needs of shoppers. Goa is famous for the quality shopping of handicrafts and Cashew
nuts, though you can find a wide variety of jewelries and Port wine to shop from. If youâ€™re in Goa,
you may all the times find yourself surrounded by quality dining venues. Travelers enjoy the
excellent cuisines in Goa, particularly at its coastal regions. Here, the dishes are made to be spicy
and contain a large proportion of coconut ingredients.  

Hotels & Beach Resorts: Being the premium tourist destination, Goa has a handful of luxury hotels
and beach resorts that offer delightful stay amidst all modern ambiences. These luxury units provide
world class accommodation with ultra-modern comforts and high-alluring hospitality. However, the
state boasts some decent accommodations as well, which give the travelers comfortable stay with
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regular facilities. 

Thus, holiday in Goa is undoubtedly a heavenly sojourn, offering all the ingredients a tourist may
expect. Nowadays, travel companies provide customized tour packages for Goa to make the visitors
have an enjoyable and comfy Goa tour. You can search Internet to find these Goa packages
designed as per the requirements and budget of the travelers.
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Sofia Jennie - About Author:
With wizardly beauty of nature and astounding history & architecture, Goa has long been in the wish
list of travelers from all over the country. This scenic paradise has an array of vacation attractions,
and offers the tourists with an unmatched holiday experience. Read on to know some fascinating
Goa tourist attractions.
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